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-PARAMAGNETIC AND DIAMAGNETIC SUBSTANCRS 

AND THE 
. . , 

EFFECT OP TBMPERATURE ON THEM.-

In the latter part ot the eighteenth century only a tew 

substances, such a8 iron, nickle, and cobalt were thought to 

possess masnetic properties. Little by 1i ttle, r.ssear'ch work has 

gone on until now, it is believed that all substances are either 

attrae.ted or repelled by a magnet. !his attr.action or repulsion 

18 most substances, 1s extr ... ly teeble. , 'hose ,that are attracted, 

~araday called paramagnetic, and those that are repelled, be 

called diamagaetic. 

'rhis ' 'diamagnetic property , was first dj.scoyered by Bingmans 
,. . 

'in 1778. He noticed that bismuth put into a paper boat, floating 

on mercury, was repelled by both poles ot the magnet and, it sus

pended by a thread between tbe poles or a strong magnet, it would 

s~t equatorially or at right angles to the magnetIc lines. ae 
explained this newly ,discovered phenomenon by assusmi~ that mercnrl 

was transverse~y magnetic. 

In 1802 Coulomb noticed that ~ magnet acted more or leas on 

a number ot"bodi8S. He attributed this to small particles ot trOD 

in the substances, that "ere too · small for eve,n the cbemist to take 

out. ~e mentions having suspended a piece ot wool between the poles 

ot a magnet and it set at right angles to the magnetic lines. 

He then suspended it· between the wirea or a galyanometer and it 

would swin« p~rall~l with the wires. 

S~gl (1828), did some investigating along this line, and 

'lome to the conclusions that no body, except iron and substances 
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~fteluslQD that no body, .~o.pt ireD, and su~staBee8 containing iron, 
. ~ 

possessed this quality. How he accounted tor the actioD of bismuth, 

I do not know. 

In this same ,ear (1828), Lebaillit repeated Brugman's 

experiment on bismuth, and establl.hed the tact that both, bismuth 

and antimony were repelled by a masnet. 

At this point, the subject 8eema to have been droped and 
. , 

nothing was dODe until It was radisco.ered by ~araday in 1845. 

While he was experimenting with the rotation ot a polarized ray of 

light, be accidentally noticed that a tragment trom his heavy glass 

swung across the magnetic tie~d and when closer to one pole than 
-

the other, it was repelled. He .pu8~ed ,his experiments in all 

possible directions, going into the subject more thoroughly than 

any betore him. He experimented on almost every substance he could 

get. Whert Bancalari and Zantedeschi established the magnetic 

properties ot the tlame, Faraday repeated their experiments. He 

passed trom the flame to gases and established their paramagnetIc 

and d1amagnetic properties. On account of his exteDsive research 

work along this line. he has been called the father of what he 

thought to be a new property ot SUbstances. 

Professor P111cker of Bonn did a great deal ot work aloDi 

this line. Hl~ ·ObJect was to InYestlgate the influence ot the 

tibrous constitution or plants upon their m.agnetic deportment." 

Tkis led to his working out the ettect ot erystaii~ structure. up

on their magnetic action. His Investiagt1ens gave us these two 

1(W8;- tirst. "Wbe·n any ' crystal, whatever wl th one optic axls. is 

brought between the poles ot a magnet the axis i8 repelled by each 

~ ot the poles; and if the crystal possesses two axes, each ot these 

is repelled with the same torce by the two poles," s8condj-"?he 
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torces which cause this repulsion 1s independent of the magneti8m 

or diamagnetism ot the mass of the ~rystals, and it decreases with 

the dista.nce, more slowly than the magnetic influence exerted by 

the poles." 

"G. Wiedemann had made elaborate investIgations of chemical 

compounds with a view to connect •• their magnetic ·properties with 

their chemical compounds." 

Tyndall did a great deal ot work along the line of diamagnetism 

and magne-crystalic action of substances. He worked in lIarburg, 

Berlin and in the laboratory ot the Royal Institution, spending 

in all six years on the subject. Frot. Knoblanch assisted him 

part ot the time. 

Various theories haye been advanced as to the nature 01 dia

magnetism. Faraday advances the theory that diamagnetic substances 

possess polarity the same in kind but opposite in direction trom 

the magnetic substances. He fonnded his theory upon the character 

and direction of the force itsself, whatever the canse ot the force 

might be. The direction ot the current determined the polarity. 

PltJcke r , Seich, Weber, and Paggend~At believed in this theory. 

?araday tinally a~~ the theory and in his own words he 

says, "I am obliged to say I can find DO experimental evidence to 

support the hypothetical Yiew of diamagnetiC polarity either in my 

own experiments or in the repetition ot those ot Weber, Reich and 

others. I do ~not say that such a polarity does not exist." He 

appealed for farther investigation or the subject. 

Others took the view that it was not a. polar torce but an un

polar torce like that ot gravity. The repulsionof a diamagnetic sllb

stance increased when the strength of the magnet increased. 

Tyndall takes his type trom soft iron and ·Considers that any

body presenting the like or antithetical phenomena which sucb iron 





would present under magnetic action 1s in a like or antithetical 

state or polarity.-

M. Bequerelts differential theory seems to me to be the most 

reasonable of all the theories that have been advanced. He says 

that diamagnetism may be only a relative term and the reason that 

some substances pOint equatorially is the same as that tor a piece 
. .. 

of light wood tloating on water while a piece or lead sink~ there 

are more gravi ty lines running through the lead per unit ot volume 

than there are through the same volume ot water 80 the lead is 

pulled down or sinks into the water. There are more gravity lines 

through the water per unit volume than throughl'e~wood so the 

water 1s pulled down and the wood floats. I~ we had a liquid 
t£. . . . 

witbA les8 number ot gravity lines running through it per unit voulume 

than througb the wood, the liquid would giYe way and the wood would 

sink as the lead did. 

So it is with paramagnetic and diamagnetic substances. It 

the substance tried w111 admit aore magnetic lines ot torce through 

it than the surrounding medium, it is magnetic with reterence to the 

medium that surrounds 1t. If the' surrounding medium admita more 

liDea ot torc. than the substance, it is diamagnetic with reterence 

to the medium. Air Is considered ' as the standard medium and "is 
s 

taken a,. zero. All substances that are attracted by the magnet, 

when 111 a medium of air, are called paraaasnetic, and all substances 

that are repelled are called diamagnetic. 

He bases his conclusions on the toll owing results whicb be 

obtained. The repui~tion· ot a bar of bismuth, sulphur, wax, e'tc. 

increases as the square of exciting current, and the attraction or 

a bar ot iron, nickel, coablt, etc. increases with the square or tile 
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current. Thns follo}Ving the same law except that one is a negative 

force while the other is a posative force. Tyndall proved this 
4.--r 'I' 

same law but by a different method. Becquerel al~ proved that 

some SUbstances' point axially whe~ in a meduim of air and eql1atori

ally when 1n some other medium. Paraday also shows us that the 
ft-

strength of a solution makes a difference ID~ ~ magnetic properties 

From these results it is easy to eome to M. Beequerel's 

conclusion, that this 1s Dot a new property ot substances, as lParaday 

thought, but that substances possess the magnetic property in diff

erent dearees ot strength. This property torms one great series 
_. 

trom iroD, the most paramagnetiC, to bismuth the most diamagnetic. 

Diamagnetic substances have been found to be far more numerous 

than paramagnetic substances, but their etrects are more feeble. 

tron, the strongest paramagnetic substance, is said to be from 

thirteen to eighteen million times more paramagnetic than bismuth, 

the strongest diamagnetic substance, 1s diamagnetic. A magnetic sub-

stance of either class differs from a magnet in that they have no 

poles, and that a paramagnetic substance is attracted by either pole 

and a diamagnetic substance is repelled by either pole. Magnets 

and magnetic substances attract each other but magnetic substances 

alone have no attraction tor e ach other. The uamagnetlaed magnetic 

substance 1s attracted at all parts equally and at t he same time, .n

while magnetism is unequally distributed. Faraday say., -By dia

magnetic, I mean a body through which lines ot magnetic force are 

passing and which does not by . their action assume the usual magnetiC 

state ot iron or loadstone.-

· It is to Paraday that lie are indebted for most of' our knowledge 

along this line. Those before him had proved this power of para-

. __ m.~~n_e ... !Jc __ f;nd 4i@l~netic sUbstanoe_s far more active than scientists 
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thought, but their experiments were isolated and limited in number. 

So it was left to Paraday to establish the fact that this rroperty 

helonged to aJ] substances. 

Por successful research work along this line, Paraday tells 

us that our "Appjl.atus mnst have great power and is under perfect 

control.- As Tyndall puts it, -The forces to be investigated are 

so weak, and action so complex that the extreme of delicacy had to 

be combined with the maximum of powe r .- T~e electro magnet is the 

best as its strenght is the greatest and its power can be altered 

or suddenly stopped at any time. Paraday in his researches, used 

a number of magnets, but the one he used most was -!he Royal Insti

tute Magnet. - It is horseshoe shaped and formed from the I ink-aDd

of a great chain cable; the magnet and coil together weighing 272 

pounds. 

Paraday invents two terms which I will use; from pole to 

Pole or parallel with the lines of foree, he calls the -axial direct

ion," and perpendicula~ to the axial direction or across the magnetic 

lines of force, he calls the"equator1al direction.-

~araday showed that the~e W8 S a force in crystals WhOll~diS-
l.. . .£/ tinct from paramaygntism and diamagnetism and that attraction and 

repulsion had nothing to do with that phenomenon but concludes that 

the phenomenon~ presented by crystals is due to the interaction 

of tbe magnetic toree and the torces which build the crystals. It 

is n0t polar because there is no attraction or repulsion. The 

crystal turns round wi thout a.ttraction or rep11]slon. It is distinct 

from magnetic and diamagnetic torces and Ya~aday calls it Uagne

Crystalic action. 
Ji\/ 

In I'Y experimenting I used Rnh=bt' ff' s App'~ratus, which 

consisted of two very powerful electro magnets. These two magnets 





are fastened together by means of two L shaped pieces of soft iron 

that slide horizontally in a g~oove,~a~e in a stout iron bar. 

In this way the poles can be adjusted at any convenient distance 

apart and fastened in position by means of two large clamping screws. 

The axes of the two coIls are on a hor1zantal line. The coils re 

connected in series and both wound in the same direction, aaking 

opposite poles come together. This brings the magnetic lines of 

force very st~ongly across the field between them. The~e are two 
. . ~ 

sets of pOle pieces; one set ~ers off to a rounded or blunted 

cone, the other ttpers uniformly but is cut squarely off where the 

diameter is about one centimeter. There are places chipped out, 

in tbe sides ot the latter, tor setting a watch-glass tor testing 

liquids. These pole pieces have threads cut on the othel" end of 

them and are fitted into the magnets as a bolt into a tap • . The 

object of these pol e pieces is to make the magnetic field very in

tense Just wbere we want to use it. I suspended the substance, to 

be tested with a tine silk fiber, so as to leave it as free to the 

influence of the magnetic field as possible. 

I tested the magnetic propert~es of all the varieties of dried 

fruit, barks, wood, and pith, that I could get and found them to be 

diamagnetic. I also round the rollowing snb s tances diamagnetic; 

le'the,.., sealing-wax, sulphur, dried beet, rosin bismuth, antimony, 

lead, zinc, silver, selenium and tin. 

I round iron, nickel, cobalt, cadmium, potas81tlm~ biorornate, 

sodiuml bicromate, alum,plat1num magnesium, copper-sulphate, copper, 

aluminum, 8.nd aluminum bronze to be paramagnetie. 

I cut~leces of wood I used wIth a steel knife. On testing 

them some ~f them showe d to be p ramagnetic. After scraping them 
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caretully with a copper strip, I found them to!aiamagnetiC. Enough 

iron bad been rubbed from the knit blade to over balance their dia-

magnetic properties. 

I found some pieces of dried apricot. and peaches that showed 

to be paramagnetic. Sometimes in the same half of a peach, I would 

find both paramagnetic and diamagnetic propertIes. I soaked some 1 
the paramagnetic pieces in warm water and then dried them again. 

I found them all changed to the diamagnetic, except one large piece. 

I resoaked it and dried it as before and found it to be diamagnetie. 

The peaches, before drying, had probably been cut with a steel knife. 

The acids in the peaches and apricots retaining enough of the knife 

to make them magnetic. 





In my first experiment with the flame, I used a sperm candle 

with a current from fifteen cells. The flame flattened out equatori. 

ally but the lines of force were not strons enough to split it into. 
. , 

In the center of the flame, where the lines were strongest there 

was a dark ~ot snrrounded by the luminous flame. The shape of the 

flame varied as it was moved to different positions. If the top of 

the flame be p t in the strongest part of the field, it would smoke. 

It was e.ident that tbis was ' eaused by the lines of force and not 

by the cooling et'tect ot the poles', tor it would burn 'very nicely 

when there was DO current. On breaking the circuit the flame 

jumped back to its normal posItIon very suddenly but on making the 

circuit the change was more gradual. Wben r placed the candle a 

little to one side of the central magnetic torce, the flame was very 

noticeably repelled to the one side as if a steady and uniform 

breeze was blowing it. It straightened up immediately on breaking 

the circuit. By using twenty cells and br1Dg1ns the eand e up from 

below the top of tbe flame seemed to be cut squarely off but as I 

raised the candle it b~gan to hollow out as though it was coaing up 

around a solId body. On raising the candle still more the lines of 

force would «·ri ye the sides of the flame downward and 'mel t the sides 

of tbe candle, showing the flame to be strongly diamagnetic. 

I tried the ~lame from ethe~. a ld the 80ft carbon flame from 

the BUDsen burner and~- they were atf"ected in the same w y.. 
j\ 

The flame tram the burner was Dot so strongly diamagnetic as 

that trom the candle and ether. The oxidizing flame of the Bunsen 

burner was very little affected by the lines of force. This I think 

was partly due to the magnetic properties of the oxygen. 
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LIQUIDS. 

I tried to get the magnetic properties of liquids by putting 

the. into a watchgla88 and noticing tha action of the magnetic field 
,d; 

upon them. · If diamagnetic tbe~e would be aD npheave l of the liqu\s 

and a lengthing in the equatorial direction. It paramagnetic the 

liquid would be drawn out in the a.ial direction. My magnetic tield 

was not strong enough to get good result~. I could not tell that it 

made any change with water, ether, amonia, acids or 011s. I could 

see some movement with tbe ale~hl, but Dot enough to establish very 

much. I then took a small watch-glass and stlspended it between the 

poles with a fine silk tiber. The watehglass being round, the 

magnetic field had no tendency to turn it in either di~ection. 

Tben by arranging a tew drops of the liquid, to be tested, acr08S the 
. Cht~ - . 

glass, and ~king the circuit, the lines or torce woul.d turn the 

glass around until the liquid set in an equatorial or axial direction 

according as it was ,diamagnetic or paramagnetic. By this method I 

round the following liqnids to be diamagnetic; carbon bist11phide, 

mercury, water, kerosene, alcohol, gasoline, linseed oil, amonia

water, ether, sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid, and olive 011. 

Turpentine showed very weak paramagnetic properties. This was 

probably caused by some impurities in it. 
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ME~ALS. 

I found zinc to be very slightly diamagnetic. It was strongly 

and suddenly repelled when the circuit waa made and attracted when 

it was broken. I think this was due to . induced currents in the zinc. 

It had no ettect wben tbe zinc .8' exactl, axiallJ or eqnatorially. 

I heated the zinc to the tusing pOint but could not tell that it 

made any ditterence 1n its diamagnetic properties. 

A piece of pure tIn showed diamagnetIc properties. Another 

piece, which was Sup!1osed to be pur., showed paramagnetic propertl~s. 

This was probably due to some slight impurities in the tin. I 

heated the latter piect to tusion. It seemed to lose part ot its 

par.amagnetic properties. The ettect ot induced currents was strong 

when cold but weak wben heated. 

I heated .1lYer, lead and alumiDum to their fusioD points, 

but could not tell any d1tterence 1a their magnetic propArties. 

Aluminum was strongly repelled at the instant the circuit was 

mad., but was quickl, attracted and sbowed strong paramagnetic pro

perties. 

Si]yer was repelled wheD the circuit was made and attracted 

when broken. It come to rest equatorially or was diamagnetIc. 

Lead was diamagnetic. It d1d not seem to be acted on by 1n
W 

duced currents, at all. It would stop swinging with~Yibratory 

movement and Dot suddenly as some ot the metals. 

Red sealing wax was d1amagnetic. Its diamagnetic properties 

seemed to get stronger as it was heated. 

J took a small piece of cor per, cut tram the ordinary electric 

copper wire, sandpapered it very carefully and then suspended it 

between the magnetic poles. It showed to have very slight para-
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magnetic properties at the temperature of the room but, on heating, 

it became diamagnetic. I tried a piece of copper cut from an other 

wire. It gave me the same results as the first one. This para

magnetic property might bave been caused by slight traces of iron 

mixed with the copper. When the copper was heated and the small 

particles 01" iron raised to such a temperature as to 10s8 most of 

their paramagnetic properties, the diamagnetic property of the , copper 

was left dominant and the copper turned to the equatorial direction. 

In another experiment with some copper plates, I noticed that 

induced currents, caused by making and breaking the circuit, had Jess 

erfect when the copper was at a high temperatu~e than when it was 

at a low temperature. !his I think is due to the fact that copper 
It 

has a gr8ate~ electrical resistance at a high temperature than it 

has at a low temperature. This cuts ott part ot the induced current. 

ODe of the difficulties in testing the magnetic p~ope~tles of 

copper, 1s the tendency of the induced currents, to stop it and 

hold it Jus' where it is wben the circuit is made. ~hls is best 

shown in a copper cube. It the cube is suspended between the poles 

and caused to rotate so as to cnt the lines 01" torce at 'right angles 

to its rotation, it will b,a suddenly stopped to a dead rest when the 

circuit is made. The tendency ot the induced current 1s to draw 

the cube just in the opposite direction trom which it is rotating. 

This holds the cube in the position in which it is stopped. 

There is a reaction in the opposite direction when the circuit 

1s broken. This reaction is best shown by suspending a silver coin 

between the poles. It the cir-cult is made while the coin is rotati1'l8 

the coin will be suddenl, stopped. It usually stops at an angle to 

i
the axial and equatorial lines, but can be made to stop exactly on 
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ai ther ot them. On bre Ftking the circuit the coin was sometimes 
-

caused to rotate several times. The direction and amount or rota-

tiOD depended on the position the coin was in when the circuit was 
..£.4..; 

broken. Each side or the coin was repelled by the pole near~t to 

it; the greatest amount or repulsion being given it when it was 

stopped at an angle of about forty degrees to the axial 1 ine. It-

it was s1>opped exactly on either the axial or equatorial }1nes, it 

was Dot revolved at all when the circuit was broken. In these 

positions, the lines ot torce have balanced etteets on the whole 

coin. 

I took one ot the magnets ott the apparatus, set it in an 
, S 

upright position and su~end~d the copper cube abo.e the pole and 

directly over its center. In this position the _ma6netic field had 

no ettect OD the rotation or the copper cube. It I added a pendulum 

or vIbratory movement to the rotary motion of the cube, the rotary 

motion would be stopped when the circuit was made. 

I then snspended the 'cube near the edge of the magnet and 

set it rotating. Yhen the circuit was aada the rotation of the cube -
~ 

was che"ked. I placed the cube in various posi tiona but its rotation 

would be checked except in a small space o~ a 11.e with the care of 

the magnet. This space seemed to widen as I drew the cube up from 
~ the magnet, making the non-actl~ space tunnel shaped. This action 

of the cube is explained by bearing in mind that at the center of 
'& 

the pole, the axis of rotation of~copper cube was parallel with the 

lines of force, so very few of the lines were cut. What few were 

cut caused the induced current to flow around the cube in the oppo-

site direction rrom what it would if they were cut at right angles 

to the axis or rotation; so they did not cause any check on the 





rotgt1on of the copper cube. It I moved the cube to one .s1de where 

the lines ot torce struck it at an angle, they wouJd canse some 

induced currents around the axis of rotation of the " cUbe~hUS 
have a tendency to stop it. In this way the direction of the lines 

of force for the whole magnetic field m1ghtf\raced out .. 

In experimenting with iron~ nickel, and cobalt, I used a 

current from twenty st~celI8. This gave me a very strong 
~ -

magnetic feild. In my tirst experiment with iron, I set my magnetic 

poles .e1ghteeD centimeters apart. 

I then took a small piece ot a f11e, at the temperature of the 

room, and suspended it between the poles of the magnet by a short 

copper 'wire; which was attached to a long fiber suspended from a 

gas.pipe. 'be wire was to protect the fiber from ~ burning. By 
. . 

maans of a delicate balance, I found that it took a force ot sixteen 

ounces to beeak the fragment of the tile from the pole 01' the magnet. 

I heated the file Wit~ 
o Bunsen tlame to about 800 C. 

, 
At this t~em-

perature the file seemed to be neutral to the poles of the magnet; 

but ., as it .cooled, it recovered its paramagnetic properties yery 
- . . 

rapidl), just before it passed to ,a dull red glow of heat. After it 

had passed th~s stage of rapid recovery of its paramagnetic propert1, 

which was at a dull red hea t , it seemed to take the·same torce, 

sixteen onnces, to pull t~ file from the poles as when it was at the 

tem,erature ot the room. I set my poles tour centimeters apart and 
"e 

1 t took twenty two onnc·as to pull t~ same piece ot file from the 
. '. ~ 

poles. I heated the fil~ before and found that it was feebly drawn 

to tbe poles wheD put close to them. 

I tried the same experiments with a piece of wire nail, that 

I tried with the t11e. When the poles 'were eighteen centimeters 
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apart, it took a force of twenty ounces to pull the nail trom the 

poles. When the nail was heated to a white glow with the Bunsen 

flame, there was only a slight attractio~ for the nail and that onll 
.- . , - . - - . - , 

when it was brought close to the pole. When the pcles were four 

' centimeters apart, it took __ a force of twenty-eight ounces to pull 

the nail from the poles. It heated to a bright glow with the Bunsen 

flame, the torce was very weak but much stronger than before. It 

would feebly cling to the poles when brought very near them. When 

the nail was at the temperature of the room, it was attracted much 

more strongly to the magnet without a current than with a current 

when the nail was heated. 

With poles eighteen centimeters apart, ' it took a force of 

twenty-eight pounds to pull a tap from the poles. I heated the tap 
~ 

t~ a temperature Just beloW' a dull red heat and a s tar as I could be 

able to measure, it still tock t~Gnty-eight pounds to pull the tap 

from the magnet. It there was any change in the force at all, it 

was very slight. 

A Piecsof cast iron was attracted with a force of eighteen 

ounces when the poles were eighteen centimeters apart but on rais-
, -. . , .. ... . - . . -

ing the temperature to a bright glow, it lost nearly all this force. 

When the poles were four centimeters apart, i, was more strongly 

drawn to them. The cast iron seemed to hold its paramagnetic pro-

_parties Just a little better than the steel 'and sort iron. It 

recovered its normal pat"a.a~netic property at a dull red heat, just 

as soft iron and steel recovered theirs. 

In every experiment with iron, it seemed to lose its paramagne~ 

ic property at a higher temperature than it regained it when cooling. 

This was probably due to the following causes; in heating the iron 
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the outside surface came to a glow before the inner part, making it 

appear to be at a higher temperature than it really was; in cooling 

the outside surface cooled faster t han the inner, making it appear 

at a less temperatnre than it really wasi in heating, it took some 

energy to disar~ange the molecules and in cooling it took some 

energy to rearrange them. 

With nickel, it took a force of four ounee~ to pull it from the 

magnet when the poles were eighteen centimeters apart. r heated 

.the nickel with the Bunsen flame. 'he lines of toree seemed to have 

no etfect on it, exoept when put very near the pole it would turn in 

an axial direction. By placing the poles tour centimeters apart, 

1 t took a force ot six ounces to p ~i ll the nickel trom the pole. 

On heating', it would turn axially anywhere between the poles; but 

the force was not strong enough to draw the nickel to them. As with 

the iron, the nickel when cold, was attracted more by the magnet 

without the current than with the current when heated. The nickel 

recovered its paramagnetic property very slowly, until it cooled to 

a temperature several degre es below a red heat; but at this point it 

recovered ~ t yery rapidly until 1 t reached a state in whi.cn 1 ts para-

magnetic property was as strong as at the temperature ot the room. 

Utook forty eight ounces to pull a small cube ot cabalt trom 
. . . 

the poles when they were eighteen centimeters apart. I heated the 

cube with the Bunsen flame to a good red heat. It still took torty 

eight ounces to pull the cube from the poles. I then heated it with 

the blowpipe. 1his burned the wires ort so that I could not 

measure the force ot attraction but appearently, it was drawn to the 

pole with as much aner.gy as when cold • . 

Platinun was paramagnetic at the temperature of the room. It 

lost its paramagnetic property and became diamagne. tlc at a good red 
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-.-heat. The change from mag~etic to diamagnetic was made very rapidly 

when it bad once begun to lose its paramagnetic property. 

Magnesium was strong enough , paramagnet 1. at the temperatttre of 

the room to cling to the poles. I heated it very slowly so as to 

keep it f"rom burning as long as possIble. rJseemed not to lose any 

of its paramagnetic properties until just betore it was bot enough 

to take tire. Than it suddenly lost most of this property. 

Bismuth was strongly diamagnetic and slways stopped with a 
. --

vibratory movement. One thing I noticed was that there was no 
. -

polarity about diamagnetic 8ubstances. !hey always turn the shortest 

way to sat equatorially DO matter which yay the current Is rlowlng. 
-.- . - -- ~. .. ' -. . . 

T~e bismuth ball 8uspended closer to one pole than the other 

was repelled by the nearer pole, regardless of the way in which the 

current was flowlng. By placlng the poles close together and sus

pendlng the bismuth ball directly between them the lines of force 

seem to bave DO etfect upon it at all. 
-t 

It was in stable equillb~um 

~pOD it with reference to the magnetiC lines. It the ball was 

moved a little to one side to get it out of the uniform magnetic 

field, it would be repelled much farther out by the lines of force 

and keep app~arentlY at the same distance from either pole. The 

ball would rotate freely between tbe poles when there was no current 

but it was stopped almost instantly on making the circuit. 

I tested the diamagnetic strength or the bismuth bar in water 

at zero degrees by means of a torsion balance. I then heated the 

water to the boiling point and tested the strength ot the bismuth 

again. 1he force seemed to be very slightly stronger diamagnetic 

at the boiling point than at zero. I do not know whether this was 

caused by the change in the density ot the wat er or whether it was 
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reall), a change ID the diamagnetic strength or the bismuth. I tried 

the same experiment with antimony and receiYed about the same results 

This strengthened my beliet .that this yariatlon ' was caused by the 

change in density or the water. 

Pinding it ditficult to, get an)'thing neutral to the magnetIc 

lines 1~ which to put some of my metals tbat tused at a low temper

ature. I moulded some small shallow cups fro. clay and dried and 

burned them; but, on testing tbem, I round that they wera paramag

netio. At a sood red heat they lost most or their paramagnetic 

property but r.s~iaed it at a dull red beat. The clay was Slightly 

red colored and I think, trom the temperature at which it recoyered 
~ ~ , 

tt. pa~amagDetlc propert" It was mostly dna to the exide ot iron ~n 

the cla,. A piece o~ white unglazed Jar trom a battery cell was 
, . 

paramagneti" but become diamagnetiC at a temperature seyera1 degrees 

below a red heat. 

A piece ot white china was paramagnetic when cold but became 

diamagnetic tar below a red beat. I' was paramagnet1c at the 

temperature ot ~e bolllng ~~water. 
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GLASS. 

I lowered to zero the temperature of a small piece of hard 

glass that I obtained from a lamp-flue and then suspended it between 

the poles and found it to be diamagnetic. I heated it and as its 

temperature was raised it become more and more strongly diamagnetic. 

A thin piece of watehglass was paramagnetic at the temperature 

of the room, but on being heated it become neutral and then diamagne

tic. 

I found a piece of ordinary gJass tubing to be more strongly 

paramagnetic than the watch glass, but on raising the temperature 

it gradually lost its paramagnetic property and below a red heat it 

was diamagnetic. Prom the actions of the watch-glass and glass 

tubing it might be possible to make the lampflue paramagnetic by 

sufficiently lowereing its temperature. 
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CARBON. 

YJ tirst exper~nt. was with a small piece of batte~y carbon. 

I suspended it in the usual way and on making the circuit found 

that it pessessed strong paramagnetic properties. I heated the 

carbon with the Bunsen flame to a bright redness; ~ut removIng the 

flame and making the e1rcuit, instead of arY"anglng itsselt axially 

as before, the carbon set equatorially. As it cooled it seemed to 

become neutral at a dull red heat then gradually recoyered its 

paramagnetic properties •. 

I tested a small piece of arc light earbon and found it 

strongly paramagnetic when cold bu~ it lost most of its paramagnetic 

property OD being heated with the Bunsen flame; it d1d Dot however 

change over to diamagnetism as the battery carbon did. 

I suspended a piece ot cbarcoal between the poles and found 

it to be strongly paramagnet1c at the temperature of the room. On 

haating, it gradually lost its paramagnetic property and become 

diamagnetic. I tried several pieces, all giving me the same results. 

A piece or sraphite from a lead-pencil was strongly para
. . ~p.£{' 

magnetic but lost",ot this property when heated. 

I do Dot know wbether all these phenomena that I have obseryed 

are strictly true or Dot as I bave DO assurance that my metala were 

absolutely pure. Some otthe phenomena would ind1cate that they 

wer.e caused by impurities 1n the matals; but in the main, I am con

vinced that thAy have given phenomena true to the metals used. 

The leneral etrect .ot heat OD substances seems to be to lower 

their paramagnetie and raise tbeir diamagnetic properties. 

Cold air 1s paramagnetic with reference to hot air; so from 

this w. might expect a hot bod), surrounded by a layer of hot air to 
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appear to be more diamagnetic than it really is. The hot air 1s 

repelled and tends to carry the substance with it. 

It we accept the theory ot transverse polarity Of the molecules 

this phenomenon may be ex}-,lained from the tact that -heating expands 

the substance and weakens the for-ce between the molecules, thus 

causing them to be more and more easily turned and thrown out ot 

position. As the molecules become more active in bombarding each

otber more ot them are thrown out or magnetic l1ne and the torces, 
, 

more and more, neutralize each-other. When the -temperatur.e • raised 

high enough, the oscilations o~ the molecules - become so violent and 

~ixed that the polar molecules neutralize each-other and we say the 

substance bas lost its paramagnetic property. It the polar molecules 

ot · the surround1ng medium are more r1gId to temperature than the 

substance, the substance will be replaced by the surrounding medium 

and we _ say ~.ha~ it is diamagnet1c. 

Prom M. Becquerel's ' point ot view, that as the temperature ot 

a substance is raised it becomes a poorer conductor ot electriCity, 

s'o 1t becomes a poorer conductor ot magnetic -·11nes and the resis-
, . 

tance ot the substance becomes greater than the resistance ot the 

surrounding medium, the . substance 1s repelled. 
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